
                       WEEKLY MEDIA REVIEW (NO.48/93)
                           --prepared by King Cheng

1.   A personal profile of VC/P
          United Daily (21/11) carried this in its Celebrity of the Week
          column in which VC/P talked about the mission of UST  and his
          expectations of the university.

2.   VC/P appointed chairman of Technology Transfer Association of Asia Ltd.
          Both Ta Kung Pao and Huanan Jingji Journal (19/11) reported VC/P's
          appointment to this new organisation, financed by the Science
          Committee of Guangdong Province and Guangdong Enterprises
          (Holdings) Ltd, to promote technology transfer in the region.

3.   "Campus project cost cut by $200M"
          SCMP (25/11) carried an interview with RHKJC's chief executive
          Major-General Guy Watkins on Jockey Club's UST construction
          project. The paper reported that the final cost would be at least
          $200M less than the original budget. He was quoted as saying that
          he would like to see the Govt. giving the money to UST. In
          response, VC/P was quoted as saying that he saw no reason why the
          Govt. should not consider the suggestion.

4.   Students' participation in tertiary institutions' policy making body
          In an extensive  report on this topic, Sing Tao Daily (22/11)
          noted that among the 7 member institutions under the UPGC, only
          HKU students had two representatives in the university council.
          Students of HKBC, HKP and HKCP would have representatives in the
          near future. The chance for students of UST, CUHK and Lingnan
          College to be on their institutions' councils was still remote.

5.   VC/P comments on the proposal to upgrade the two polytechnics to
     universities
          Wen Wei Po (13/11) quoted VC/P as commenting that both
          polytechnics already had the capacity of university and changing
          the names would not really be significant. He cited MIT as an
          example.

6.   University students knows how to make money
          Sing Tao Evening Post (6/11) carried a feature on the topic. The
          paper reported that despite grants and loans, many university
          students would look for part-time work or even invest in the
          financial market to make ends meet.

7.   "Debating Shougang's contract system"
          China Daily (29/10) reported that during a seminar held in
          Beijing, there was debate on whether the contract responsibility
          system was the best managerial mechanism for state-owned
          enterprises. Shougang Coroporation, or the Capital Iron and Steel
          Complex, was cited as an example. The paper quoted Prof Jevons Lee
          of Accounting as commenting that during the transitional period,
          the system might be an option for state- owned enterprises, but
          the share-holding system could be a better alternative in the long
          run.

8.   "Govt. accused over Daya Bay safety"
          SCMP (5/11) carried a report with this title. Dr Paul Chan of



          EMO's Safety and Environmental Protection Office was quoted as
          saying that the most effective measure would be taking a tablet of
          potassium iodate within two hours of exposure to radioactive
          iodine gas.

9.   UST offers Internet service to the public
          Computerworld HK (11/11) carried a feature on this.
          (This item was reported in the last three reviews.)

10.  "HKUST upgrading campus network"
          Electronics Bulletin (v.12, no.3, 93) reported that UST would
          purchase GIGAswitch systems to add to its FDDI backbone network.
          (This item was mentioned in review no. 41 and 45.)

11.  "Upgrading industry in the materials world"
          HK Industrialist (8/93) carried a feature with this title on
          materials tehnology and its relevance for local industry. It
          mentioned our MCPC and noted that all tertiary institutions were
          hiring more qualified faculty members and buying more equipment of
          use in the area.

12.  Mr Keith Tong of Language Centre adjudicates at a translation
     competition
          Wah Kiu Yat Po (16/11) reported this event which was co-organised
          by the paper and a private company.

13.  Seven newspaper articles written by Dr K C Wei of Finance
          The articles were published by HK Economic Journals (3 - 26/11).

14.  Four newspaper articles written by Dr Joseph Lin of Economics
          The articles were published by HK Economic Journals (5 - 25/11).
          Four articles written by Dr Joseph Lin of Economics

Note:
This review is mainly based on newspaper clippings on UST received within
the week.  Enquiries and suggestions can be made to Office of Public Affairs
(ext. 6305 or 6306).  A set of the clippings is available in the
Reference Section of the Library (where items may be photocopied if
desired).  This review is for information only. All information recorded
here is as reported in the original articles. Names and terms are translated
from the Chinese as best we are able when official translations are not
immediately available. The only English dailies in HK are South China
Morning Post (SCMP) and Hong Kong Standard (HKS).


